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Interested In Metal-Detecting? Who Else Wants To Start Finding Buried Treasure Faster and Easier Than

They Ever Thought Possible??? Do you think about treasure buried out there... the coins... the jewelery...

and who knows what else? Do you dream about finding it... but don't know where to start? If so, then

you've found the right site! Heres the story Metal-Detecting Is The Doorway To Modern Day Treasure

Hunting When you think of treasure hunting, you think of Indiana Jones, or the movie "National Treasure"

because of the excitement involved. There's a lot of adventure and excitement when finding something

that's been buried for hundreds of years. We are naturally drawn to the mystery and excitement of

treasure hunting. And maybe you're not Indiana Jones or Nicholas Cage, but you still want to find what's

out there... Because there is stuff out there. And its just waiting to be uncovered. You might not be

locating the Ark of the Covenant. But you can still find amazing things buried beneath surface. Things just

waiting to be discovered. Things like coins, jewelry, forgotten trinkets worth a lot of money, and so much

more... And the crazy thing is, they could be just sitting anywhere! Even right under your feet... Keys To

Finding Treasure Buried In The Most Unusual Places You don't have to go the Amazon to find treasures
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from the past. There's a lot of stuff buried in the sand on beaches, and old hiking trails, and battlefields

from long ago. Many people find amazing things in the most ordinary of places... Usually because they're

the only ones looking. Metal-detecting allows everyday people to become modern day treasure hunters.

They don't go on amazing adventures to Africa. They walk the beach and find things people never would

have expected. There's a lot of treasure beneath our feet and we don't even know about it. Don't you

want to find some of it? But many people don't ever go metal-detecting because they don't know much

about it... Which means they could be missing out on finding some amazing things. How To Find Buried

Treasure And Trinkets With These Simple Yet Amazing Tips If you don't really know much about

metal-detecting, you could be missing out on exciting finds wherever you go. And it's so easy to start

metal-detecting... But many people just don't know the fundamentals. That's why I've written this book,

Introduction to Metal-Detecting. I want everyone to know what I've learned about metal-detecting without

all the trouble (and expense!) of trying to figure it out themselves. Metal-Detecting can turn your average

afternoon walk into an amazing treasure find. Do you really want to live in the dark about how to find all

the lost treasure around you? How many opportunities have you missed out on because you didn't know

a few simple basics about metal-detecting? My book can help you come out of the dark and start

metal-detecting today! You'll discover Metal-Detecting Basics And start finding your treasure in no time.

Metal-Detecting Techniques Uncover what other people leave behind. National Park Metal-Detecting...

Dig up a piece of the past! Metal-Detector Types... The right detector for the right treasure. And a lot more

If You Want To Start Metal-Detecting, You Want To Read THIS... Why be held back any longer? Turn

those summer outings into great summer treasure hunts. It's not hard to go metal-detecting, you just have

to know what you're doing... So why not start today? Everything You Need To Start Metal Detecting

TODAY is Just One Click Away This is a complete guide to metal-detecting and its simply called

Introduction to Metal-Detecting. I've put everything I know about metal-detecting into simple,

understandable language so that you can easily learn all there is to know about uncovering buried

treasure. Things like... Introduction To Metal-Detecting: Get the resources you need to be an excellent

metal-detecting treasure hunter (pages 4-7) Types of Metal-Detecting: Start looking for the kind of

treasure that gets you excited (page 7) Metal-Detector Features: Get the right detector for the right

treasure! (pages 9-10) Coils, Diggers, and Scoops: Find out about the tools you'll need in order to get at

your buried items (pages 11-12) Detector Use: Find what you're looking for with these powerful keys...



(pages 13-15) Trash, The Right Swing, And Everything In-between: Without these tips and pointers you

may pass over treasure you've never dreamed of (pages 16-18) Beach Finds: Find treasure while you're

enjoying the beautiful setting of the beach (pages 20-21) Understanding Your Site: These key research

tips will make sure you find everything that can be found (pages 25-27) Walls, Roadways, And Structures:

These invaluable pointers will guide you to making your greatest finds ever (pages 28-33) Understanding

The Law: You don't want to find something and have the government confiscate it do you? These

guidelines will help insure you get the best out of your hunt (pages 35-36) Search Site Ideas: Tips to

finding great treasure sites (page 37) National Forests: How to find amazing treasure inside America's

beautiful national parks (pages 37-43) Private Property: So you can go to new places and discover the

ultimate find (pages 43-46) Plus much, MUCH MORE! This just scratches the surface of what I've put into

this book. If you've ever been interested in metal-detecting, but didn't know where to start, then I

encourage you to learn from my experience and get started on the right foot. It contains everything you

need to know in order to start metal-detecting in no time!
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